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Cyber awareness for young people



True or False?



Exercise

• Rate yourself and your classmates: 

• Your awareness of false information online

• The awareness of your classmates of false
information online 



Objectives

The objectives of this training are :

● to strengthen your understanding of the different types of false information 

that you may encounter online

● to strengthen your understanding of how and why false information online 

may put you at risk

● to strengthen your skills to be able to effectively evaluate information you 

encounter online

● to strengthen your understanding of the effects of cognitive bias 

● To think critically about the limits of free speech

● To think critically about the role of media and privacy 



What is fake news? 



Fake News –Definition

Whilst we acknowledge the complexity and nuance nature 

of the term ‘fake news’, we define fake news in this instant 

as the deliberate presentation of (typically) false or 

misleading claims as news, where the claims are 

misleading by design.

(Gelfert, 2018)



Fake News

MisinformationDisinformation

False Information: Definitions

• False 
information

• Created to 
cause harm

• Or for profit

• e.g. hoaxes

• False 
information

• No intention 
to cause 
harm

• e.g. myths, 
urban 
legends

• False information

• Presented as genuine news

• Usually for harm / profit (but 
not always)



Categories of false information -
Exercise

• Sloppy journalism

• Satire/parody

• Clickbait

• Misleading headlines

• Propaganda

• Fake / pseudo science

• Deepfakes



Sloppy journalism



●Satire/parody

https://www.theonion.com/trump-blames-nation-s-susceptibility-to-coronavirus-out-1843392614
https://www.theonion.com/trump-blames-nation-s-susceptibility-to-coronavirus-out-1843392614


Clickbait



Misleading headlines



Propaganda



●Fake / pseudo science



Fake / pseudo science



Deepfakes

• Do you know these people? 



Deepfakes

● Deepfakes: video footage manipulated to make it appear a 

person has said or done something which they have not

● Done using AI (artificial intelligence) to swap the face of 

the original actor with another

● Can be used to promote fake news by appearing to show 

public figures saying or doing things that would be 

damaging to them



Deepfakes



Deepfakes



Question? 

• Are you worried about how App developers like 
FaceApp can use your images?  



Biased journalism 



Biased journalism 

●3-Bias



What is Cognitive bias?

- Quick, unconscious judgments

- Blind to own thinking errors

- Illusory truth effect & confirmation error

- We prefer those media and information that confirms our beliefs

- It is increasingly easier to filter information so that it is confirmed 
that you are right

- We overestimate how much we understand about the world.



Illusory truth effect



confirmation error



Impact of false information 



Fear: Will I stop going out because dangerous clowns are circulating in my town? Will I 

have insomnia? Will my quality of life decrease?

Impact of false information 



Impact of false information 

Racist ideas:  If this post leads me to believe that Muslims are invading the 

country, will I be angry at the government’s policies? Will I maintain racist 

ideas? Will I vote for a political party that wants to close the borders?



Impact of false information 

Violence: False rumours that target specific individuals can have major 

consequences. These individuals may be harassed on social media, and targeted 

by insults and threats that sometimes have real-life impacts, as we have seen with 

what happened in India and Mexico. You must never rely only on non-validated 

information circulating on social media to decide that a person is guilty.



Impact of false information 

• Democratic impacts: Will I vote differently if I know the Pope endorses a 

politician’s candidacy? It is now known that false information played a major role 

in the last American presidential election. This is one of the reasons why the 

media has spoken so much about the fake news phenomenon, because this is 

an important democratic issue. In short, the impacts are very real and we must 

avoid sharing fake news.



Fact Checking Twitter



Question

• Should spreading fake news be illegal? 



How false information spreads

Social media dynamics 
and algorithms

Botnets amplify fake 
news on social media

Around ¼ of false information 
tweets generated by bots

Troll Factories / Farms 
spread fake news

Even when bots removed from 
equation false information 

spreads more widely than true 
information



Social media algorithms



Question

• Should a company be allowed to gather
this much data about you? 



Bots and Media

• What is a bot? 



How to Spot a Bot

● Has the account posted an unusually high number of times?

● Has the account posted identical content to a number of other 

accounts? 

● Is the user profile missing information?

● Does the account follow a similar naming pattern to other accounts 

posting similar content?



How to Spot Fake News



Top 3 Tips for Spotting Fake News

TIP #1 – Consider the credibility of the reporting news outlet

● Check the ‘About’ and ‘Contacts’ pages of the website for 
information about who works there and how the organisation 
is funded 

● Search the name of the author / journalist to find out what else 
they’ve written



Top 3 Tips for Spotting Fake News

TIP #2 – Look beyond the headline

● Is the headline consistent with the story?
● Do the the dates and timelines in the story make 

sense?
● Is the style sensationalised?
● Is the story trying to stir up negative feelings like 

anger, hatred or resentment or promote 
conspiracies?

● Is the story meant to be a joke, parody or satire?



Top 3 Tips for Spotting Fake News

TIP #3 – Do your own research

● Does the story have credible supporting 
sources?

● Is the story being reported by other, trusted 
websites?

● Do the images in the story actually show 
what they say they show? (Reverse image 
search)

● Is the story being shared by a bot or troll 
factory?



How to Reverse Image Search – Google 

Chrome

Right click on image and select 

‘Search Google for image’



How to Reverse Image Search – Google 

Chrome

Google will find and show you 

visually similar images as well 

as webpages that use this 

image, enabling you to click 

through and find out in what 
context and on what dates the 

image has been used 

previously.



Spotting Fake News

Tommy Robinson / 

Pro Trump Rally Tweet

Is this tweet TRUE or FALSE?

How will you decide?

https://twitter.com/beccamebabe/status/1018241269338902528
https://twitter.com/beccamebabe/status/1018241269338902528


Spotting Fake News

Girl hit by car doing ‘My feelings’ challenge

Is this video TRUE or FALSE?

How will you decide?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDfIKttkcEA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SDfIKttkcEA


Scenario 1 – Empowering Young People

Beth, a young person you work with, asks for 
your advice about a post on social media she has 
seen that says taking vaccines causes autism. 

How would you go about supporting Beth to 
critically evaluate this information?



Scenario 2 – Empowering Young People

During a safe space session, Jas discloses the following:

“A friend has sent me a video through WhatsApp. It was TV 

news announcing that China had disseminated covid-19 

around the world deliberately in order to weaken USA. In 

addition, it said that the Chinese government had been fined 

several million dollars after the American trial.”

How will you respond to Jas’s comment?



Scenario 3 – Empowering Young People

• John has seen a video online that asserts 
that there is a great plot to replace white 
people demographically and culturally 
with non-European peoples – specifically 
Muslim populations from – through mass 
migration and demographic growth.

• How would you go about supporting 
John to verify whether the video he has 
seen is genuine?



ORPHEUS: Cyber awareness for young people


